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About this manual
 Read entirely at least once: it answers most questions that most users
encounter when they user the Auriga DJI software application.
 Refer to the DJI user manual for more information regarding the use of the
DJI devices and about features details.
 Although every effort has been made to ensure the information and data
contained in these User Instructions is correct, no rights can be derived from the
contents.
 Auriga Software disclaim all warranties with regard to the information provided in
these instructions.
 In no event shall Auriga Software be liable for any special, indirect or
consequential damages whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits,
whether in action of contract, negligence or other tortious action, arising out of
or in connection with the use of the information provided in these User Instructions.

Copyright
Auriga Software retains the complete copyright to the whole
documentation. Without the express written permission of Auriga Software,
no part of these documents may be duplicated or transmitted in any form.
Auriga Software reserves the right to make changes to this manual without
prior notice.
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Overview
The Auriga DJI application is a first person viewer software designed for DJI drones:
Mavic Mini, DJI Mini2, DJI Mini SE.
Visit the website: www.DJI.com for more details and features of DJI aircraft.

By Auriga interfaces you will be able to control your aircraft
all the flight parameters through an innovative HUD display
and have a more immersive feeling through the FPV
camera Head Tracking feature.

Auriga DJI is optimized for use with MagiMask and VR
googles. By Auriga DJI app you can access the settings
menu without removing the goggles or mask from your
head through a scrolling menu that can be handled by
the controller's joysticks.
Auriga DJI app through its avionic HUD interface type, allows
you an addictive and enjoyable flying experience placing
yourself in the "pilot’s seat" of your aircraft.

Auriga DJI and AirData UAV provide you the ability to
automatically synchronize your flights with the Airdata.com
analysis for superior end-to-end flight experience.
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Main features
On Screen Display.
3D HUD display (for VR goggles only).
FPV view optimized for MagiMask (DroneMask).
FPV side by side view for VR goggles.
Camera Tilt&Yaw Head Tracking features (available for FPV and Magi modes)
Camera switching - Augmented Reality view
Audio warning messages.
RTH to take-off or pilot point.
Controller modes configuration.
Configurable profiles.
Low battery warning setting threshold.
Photos\Video Gallery (we are sorry but due to a bug in the DJI SDK, it does not
always work correctly).
 Multilingual interface.
 Flight data synchronization with AirData UAV.













Display Information
 3 interface modes: Full/Minimal/none.
 Map view.
 Aircraft battery status by circular progress bar.
 Controller battery status by circular progress bar.
 Transmission signal strength by circular progress bar.
 Memory Storage by circular progress bar.
 HUD display for:
- Speed slide bar.
- Altitude slide bar.
- Antenna pointer indicator.
- Camera indicator.
- Artificial Gyroscope Horizon.
- Aircraft directional icon.
- Flight Time.
- Remaining battery life time
- Altitude Above Sea Level.
- Satellites indicator.
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Compatibility
Auriga DJI software is compatible with the following DJI drones:
 Mavic Mini
 Mini 2
 Mini SE
 Up to Android 13
For the proper working of all features of this application, verify on your device mobile
that Auriga DJI application has:

Permissions
 Camera
 Location
 Phone
 Storage

Device mobile sensors
 Gyroscope;
 Magnetometer;
 GPS.
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Auriga DJI home page
Run Auriga DJI
To run Auriga DJI app tap on this icon on your smartphone:
This waiting page is displayed:

This page means that the Auriga application is waiting for the connection with the
DJI devices. Once the DJI devices are connected, the Home page shows images
of the connected aircraft and controller models:
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Home page
The home page is divided into five sections:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Aircraft section.
Controller section.
User Manual/ AirData UAV/Offline flight data.
Flight interface modes.
Main menu.

Aircraft
This section allows you to monitor the main parameters and perform the
calibrations of the aircraft before flight.
Also in this section you can calibrate: compass, IMU and gimbal.
Tap on the proper button and follow the instructions.
1. Aircraft battery charge
level (%).
2. Number
of
satellites
received.
3. GPS available (green) or
not available (red).
4. Compass calibration.
5. IMU calibration.
6. Gimbal calibration.

Controller
This section allows you to monitor the main parameters of the controller and set the
joystick’s mode(1-2-3-4) before flight.
Besides in this section is available the transmission settings and photo gallery access.
1. Controller battery charge
level (%).
2. GPS available (green) or
not available (red).
3. Transmission settings.
4. Controller's modes setting.
5. Photo gallery.
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User Manual/ Flight data
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This section allows you to access at:
 Downloading this user manual (internet connection required).
 AirData UAV (internet connection required).
Before using this feature you have to configure AirData UAV in the main
menu.
 Flight data (offline flight parameters for the: last flight/absolute/totals).

Flight data
On the offline “flight data” you can see the offline data of the last flights as:
 Last flight.
 Absolute.
 Totals.
By the "Reset" button you can reset the flight counters data.
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Flight interfaces
This section allows you to select the flight view interface modes intend to use.
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1. Single view mode.
2. MagiMask view mode
3. FPV goggles view mode

Magi and FPV (Side by Side) view interface modes require the use of their own
headset viewers.

MagiMask

VR Mask (SBS)

Main menu
The main menu is available by tapping on the three dots at the top right of the home
page:

The menu consists of the following items:









Main settings;
AirData UAV setup;
Flight Interface;
Photo/Video;
Profiles;
Safety;
Battery;
Info.
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Main settings
In this menu you can set
the options for:
 Units
- Metric (m)
- Metric (Km)
- Imperial
 Camera options as:
- Size;
- Anti-Flicker;
- Auto Recording:
ON=Rec. will start
automatically
upon take-off and
will stop at landing.
 Fn button (not available for Mavic Mini and Mini SE). Using the function button
Fn on the Mini 2 remote control RC231you are able to:
Zoom
Hold the Fn button pressed and simultaneously rotate
the wheel to zoom IN and zoom Out.
Switch cameras
Short press on the Fn button to switch aircraft camera’s to that your mobile
device ones whilst you stay on Magi or FPV modes.
Be sure your VR headset or mask can make your mobile device's camera
visible.
FPV Calibration Mode: short press two times
on the Fn button to enter in FPV calibration
mode
( FPV mode only).
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AirData UAV setup
Auriga DJI and AirData UAV provide you with the ability to automatically
synchronize your flights with the Airdata.com analysis for superior end-to-end flight
experience.

In order to synchronize your flights with the Airdata UAV you have to:
1. download Airdata app and install it on your mobile device.
2. Make an account on AirData UAV.
3. Request the Airdata user token.
AirData UAV app download
Tap on this button to download the AirData UAV application from the
Google Play Store and install it on your mobile device.

AirData UAV account registration
Tap on this button to register your account on AirData UAV and get
your token.
Skip these steps if you already have the application on your mobile device and
an AirData UAV account.
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AirData User Token
Enter your token code in the text window end confirm with “ENTER” button

Automatic Sync
Turn on the “Automatic sync” switch to synchronize your flights automatically to AirData
UAV.
The flight data will be sent to the AirData UAV from the start of the "Auto Sync".
However, if the "Automatic Synchronization" is disabled, it is still possible to manually send
the log files by taking them directly from your mobile device in the folder:
Android/data/com.swg.aurigadjipro/files/DJI/com.swg.aurigadjipro/FlightRecord/
and load they in the AirData UAV upload webpage at this link:
https://app.airdata.com/main?a=upload
Manual Upload
Use the drag and drop area on the right to upload files manually.
To get started, copy the flight log files from your phone/tablet to your local computer.

File log format:
.txt or .DAT
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Flight Interface
In this menu you can set the following options:
Video feed mode.
In this option you can
select: Standard or
Crop mode.
Crop mode means
that the video feed
framing fills the whole
screen.
 HUD.
In this option you can
select: 3D intensity
effect (for FPV viewers
only), colour and
opacity.


 Headtracking
Sensitivity
Set the gimbal speed for the best headtracking sensitivity.
Headtracking Mode
Set the headtracking mode among these options:
OFF = no headtracking;
Tilt = move the gimbal’s tilt by your head movement;
Tilt+Yaw = move the gimbal’s tilt and aircraft’s yaw axis by your head
movement;
For this feature, be sure your mobile device is provided of gyroscope
sensor.
The yaw headtracking is enabled just in hovering mode.
 Warning messages.
In this option you can disable the messages on the top of the flight interface
and the audio warnings.
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Photo/Video settings
In this menu you can set some parameters and modes about Video and Photo such
as:
 Exposure lock On/off
 Video framerate
 Photo mode:
- Single;
- AEB bracketing (not available for Mavic Mini and DJI Mini SE);
- Interval.
 File format:
- JPG
- JPG+RAW (not available for Mavic Mini and DJI Mini SE);

Pre-set the proper AEB and interval parameters for the Magi and FPV views
in this menu. Before flight.
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Profiles
In this menu you can set some options for the three profiles:
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For each profile you can set the following options about the gimbal:
 Gimbal Mode
Set the gimbal Follow or FPV mode.
 Pitch Speed
Set the gimbal rotation speed.
 Pitch Smoothness
Set the gimbal rotation smoothness.
 Rotation
ON= Allow upward gimbal rotation.

Safety settings
In this menu you can set the flight protection parameters:
 Maximum reachable altitude;
 Maximum reachable distance;
 Geofence: ON= disable the above flight protections.

select the aircraft's behavior in case of Return to Home (RTH) or signal loss:
 Auto RTH Altitude
When returning to home, the aircraft will rise to a preset altitude before
returning Auto RTH altitude.
 Signal Lost
Aircraft will RTH, descend, or hover when disconnected.
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 Return position
Aircraft will RTH to take-off or pilot (GPS point of your mobile device) point.
In case you selected the pilot point, be sure that your mobile device’s
GPS is ON.
 Stop RTH
Stop returning home procedure just by flicking the controller joystick.

Battery
In this menu you can monitor the aircraft battery status and set the warning alarm
thresholds for low battery (%) and for critical voltage.
When the thresholds set, for low battery and critical voltage, are reached, a warning
message will be notified on the flight interface.
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Information
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In this page are available the information about:
 Developer
Website; e-mail.
 App
Release number.
 Aircraft
Firmware/serial numbers.
 Controller
Firmware/serial numbers.
 Battery
serial numbers/production date

Flight interfaces
Once the interface mode has been selected, press the
button:
to enter into selected flight interface mode.

Single mode interface
This flight interface allows you to connect your smartphone in a standard
mode without the use of goggles or masks.
Below what the interface looks like:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Head-up display HUD.
Aircraft battery status by circular progress bar.
Controller battery status by circular progress bar.
Signal Strength by circular progress bar.
Memory SD Storage by circular progress bar.
Map view button.
Return to Home button/status.
Photo/Video mode button.
Photo shutter/Start-stop video recording button.
Take off/Landing button.
Warning messages.
Flight settings menu button.
Back button.
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HUD display
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Speed slide bar.
Altitude slide bar.
Antenna pointer indicator.
Distance.
Camera Gimbal indicator.
Artificial Gyroscope Horizon.
Aircraft directional icon.
Flight Time.
Remaining battery life time
Altitude Above Sea Level
Satellites indicator.
Gimbal tilt indicator

Notice:
(3) The pointer antenna indicator allows you to keep the antenna of the
controller properly pointed towards the aircraft for the best radio signal.
Keep the triangle as much as possible in the middle of arc.
For this feature, be sure your mobile device is provided of gyroscope sensor.
(10) MASL means the relative altitude of the aircraft home location relative
to sea level, in meters.
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Flight settings
Tap on flight settings icon to display the options menu.
Below what the options menu like:

1. HUD colours
2. View interface modes: Full/Minimal/None.
3. Grid modes.
4. Gimbal Modes (Mini2) – Flight mode (Mavic Min and Mini SE).
5. Quick-Shot modes (feature not yet available).
6. White balance pre-set modes.
7. Photo modes (Single; AEB; Interval)
8. Video formats
9. FPS (Frames Per Second) modes.
10. Advanced image settings
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MagiMask view mode interface
This view mode has been optimized for
use with the MagiMask.
MagiMask allows you an addictive and
enjoyable flying experience in first person viewer.
The MagiMask interface looks like the single mode
one but also provides the capability to access the
flight menu without removing the mask from your
head. This interface also allows you to select headtracking feature (moving the
head moves the gimbal of the aircraft's camera).
This interface is like the single mode one with the exception of headtracking status
icon; in fact in the left side the MAP icon has been replaced by headtracking status
icon. Moreover, it allows you to switch the camera of your smartphone in order to
have the external view with the flight parameters overlaid: so that is in augmented
reality mode.
For more information about MagiMask please visit:
https://moviemask.io/products/magimask).

FPV goggles view mode
This interface has been optimized for the VR
goggles using SBS (Side By Side) mode.
FPV googles interface allows you an
addictive and enjoyable flying experience in first
person viewer. The FPV mode, as well as the
MagiMask interface, provides the capability to access
the flight menu without removing the mask from your
head and headtracking feature.
This interface is like the single mode one with the
exception of headtracking status icon; so that in the
left side the MAP icon has been replaced by headtracking status icon. Moreover, it
allows you to switch the camera of your smartphone in order to have the external
view with the flight parameters overlaid: so that is in augmented reality mode.
.
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Flight setting menu for MagiMask and FPV mode
In order to access to the flight setting menu, press briefly the Home button on the
controller. This operation is valid for both interfaces.
This flight settings menu is like the single mode one with the exception of Quick-Shot
and Advanced image settings icons.
The Quick-Shot icon has been replaced by headtracking status icon and the image
settings icons has been replaced by camera switching icon.
Below the meaning of the icons:
Headtracking
Headtracking mode disabled.
The camera gimbal is fixed.
Headtracking mode enabled.
By moving your head the camera tilt gimbal moves.

Camera switching - Augmented Reality view
This option allows you to switch and view the smartphone camera.
Camera switching feature is very useful during take-off and landing
operations.
The smartphone's external camera view includes overlaid aircraft telemetry data,
thus enabling an Augmented Reality view.
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Navigation in the Flight setting menu for MagiMask and FPV mode
This interface provides the capability to access the flight menu without removing the
mask from your head.
Operations:
1. press briefly the Home button on the controller to access to Flight Settings
menu.
2. Move the left stick up/down on the controller to move the marker selector
to the selected option.
3. Stop the marker selector on the option you have to change and move the
right stick left/right to scroll through the options.
4. Escape from flight setting menu by pressing the Home button on the controller
once again.
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FPV view calibration
In order to set the best view for your FPV goggles, a view calibration is required.
Before wearing the goggles, tap on the icon
of the FPV interface;
this displays the calibration interface mode as below:

Move the joysticks for a better and clearer view of the displayed pattern as
described below:
Eye spacing
Move the left stick (left/right) on controller to adjust the eye spacing.
Image resizing
Move the right stick up/down on the controller to resize the images.
Vertical position
Move the left stick up/down on the controller to move the images to the vertical
position.
When the image is clear press Home button on the controller to esc.
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Recommendations
Before flying your aircraft by Auriga DJI application software, check and fly in
accordance with your local civil aerial regulation ad make sure that the use
of your DJI aircraft is allowed where you are going to fly. Check the restrictions
regarding the use of frequencies in the place where you are going to fly.
Check the regulations on the use of FPV goggles when flying a drone where
you are going to fly.
Do not use the aircraft in severe weather conditions. These include wind speeds
exceeding 10 m/s, snow, rain, and fog.
Fly in open areas. Tall structures and large metal structures may affect the accuracy
of the on-board compass and GPS system.
Avoid obstacles, crowds, high voltage power lines, trees, and bodies of water.
Minimize interference by avoiding areas with high levels of electromagnetism such
as locations near power lines, base stations, electrical substations, and
broadcasting towers.
Aircraft and battery performance is subject to environmental factors such as air
density and temperature. Be very careful when flying 16404 ft (5000 m) or more
above sea level, since battery and aircraft performance may be reduced.
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